World Geography – 1097-1108

World Geo 1097 Test Tips
• Compare climate groups
• Know the difference between transform fault, subduction zone, spreading zone
• What does “ex nihilo” mean?

World Geo 1098 Test Tips (map mania 22-26)
• What does a map legend show? Map scale?
• Know the difference between tropical grassland, temperate grassland, savannah
• Know definitions and examples for renewable and non-renewable resources

World Geo 1099 Test Tips
• Where did Livingston serve?
• Know difference between savannah and veld
• What is the least developed South African country?

World Geo 1100 Test Tips
• Know the geographic regions of Canada map
• Know descriptions of the Provinces to match up, such as mild wet climate, greatest population richest, polar climate, Grand Banks, etc
• What is a symbolic monarch?

World Geo 1101 Test Tips
• Know the states and capitals. There is a CD available with a song to help you learn them. Visit pacesuccess.com for link.

World Geo 1102 Test Tips
• What resource is Venezuela known for?
• What countries mine bauxite?
• Match major geographical regions of countries to country names

World Geo 1103 Test Tips
• Why does Iceland have earthquakes and volcanoes?
• Describe what happens when arctic water meets surface water
• Describe Greenland’s economy

World Geo 1104 Test Tips
• Know the map well (mountains, seas, other landmarks)

World Geo 1105 Test Tips
• Straight-forward test

World Geo 1106 Test Tips
• What area returned to China’s control in 1997?

World Geo 1107 Test Tips
• What were the first and last Southeast Asian countries to gain complete independence?
• Match island names to countries
• Compare New Zealand’s & Australia’s economies
• Borneo is divided between what 2 countries?

World Geo 1108 Test Tips
• Straight-forward test
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